
Please Citizens, Don’t Look Up:
Flat Earth – Satellite Internet

(What is going on?)

So, a few years ago I moved to a rural area that only had satellite internet and cell-phone based internet 
as “high speed” options. There was the option for a traditional phone line on my property, but that is, of
course, limited to 56kbps speeds at best (way too far away from DSL being an option).

So, I went with Exede, which was formerly WildBlue, and is owned by Viasat. I ended up using that for
the full contract length – 2 years – and used it in all sorts of ways, at all hours of the day, because I do 
IT work professionally and wanted to maximize my data usage (10GB on cheapest plan was $49/mo, 
w/ free late night downloads between 12am-5am).

Flash forward to 2017 and I’m looking into this Flat Earth stuff, and the single thing I’m having a hard 
time wrapping my head around is satellites and how they work. I’ve been looking into this, and satellite
internet specifically, because it’s something I’ve had personal experience with, and is probably the most
end-user focused/interactive satellite usage of all, since constant back-and-forth communication occurs.

Luckily, years ago, I had done a few SpeedTests, with both satellite and my cellphone hotspot, to 
compare and contrast speed results. I had no idea years later I would be referring to them for 
verification of my Flat Earth thoughts.

The SpeedTest images above were all done from my house, in 2014, 2016 and 2017.  The tests with ISP
as “Exede” were using my satellite internet. The tests with “Verizon” were from my cheap 3G hotspot.



First off, you notice something odd, though I didn’t notice it at the time. Being in the
southeastern part of the US, it was strange that both cellphone and satellite both
connected to a server in Kansas...both of which were approx. 900 miles away. 

Then, because I just wanted to doublecheck, I looked at my property on Google Maps,
to see my satellite dish’s position. I even referred to photos of my property that I had
taken, to verify its position. It was definitely pointing southwest. 

Kansas, however, was clearly north west. That was the first red flag.

Now, I understand that satellite internet works in the following method:

1. The user makes a request. This gets “beamed” to satellite.
2. The satellite then receives the request, and “beams” it to ground-based, high-speed uplink center.
3. The uplink center then goes online, and retrieves whatever the request was for. Then, it “beams” it 
back up to the satellite.
4. The satellite then “beams” the stuff I requested back to me, and my dish receives it.

Now here’s the problem.

The ViaSat 1 satellite is approx. 22,000 miles above 
earth, in a geostationary orbit. 

Using the guide above, assuming our signals all travel at
the speed of light, this is the breakdown:



That’s 88,000 miles every single bit has to travel at a minimum! (all w/ no packet loss!)
The speed of light is 186,282 miles per second.

This 88k is roughly half of that – 47% the distance light travels...so you might be thinking, “Okay, well 
based on your SpeedTest scores with 598-640 ms speed times, that’s about a half-second, so what’s the 
problem? Keep reading...

The Security Issue:

If you notice, on the low-end – 598ms – that leaves a mere ~100 ms for what I’m about to describe:

Now, this is the IDEAL security that should accompany every bit of data transfer using an inbetween 
source. Why would so many levels of encryption/decryption be involved, for every bit of data being 
sent? Because for one thing, ViaSat-1 gets bombarded by all sorts of signals. It MUST distinguish 
between one signal and another. As a result, EVERY request must be encrypted, using the customer’s 
unique identifier. And. Even if the data isn’t encrypted per se, that unique identifer – lets say it’s your 
customer number of 123456, plus an Exede Key, let’s say ABCDEF – must be before every bit of data 
transferred – so suddenly the letter “Z” gets turned into: ABCDEF123456Z

That’s the easiest, laziest way of proving an identity, because if the customer ID or Exede key is ever 
found, then you could easily trick the ViaSat satellite into thinking you’re a customer making a request.
On top of this, other satellites could be listening for data requests and simply strip off the Key+ID 
parts, leaving the “Z” data exposed. So, to be truly realistic, the data being transferred would have to be
encrypted completely, before delivery.

Once the encrypted data hits the satellite, it then has to decrypt the data to verify its contents and see if 
the Private Key it has on file for the customer (which one would assume the satellite keeps a copy of, 
and this list is updated on a regular basis) decrypts the data, even partially. It has to verify that the data 
being sent is at least somewhat legit. Why? Because again, if all you have is a public key that is 
externally seen for data, anyone could fake that, and ViaSat-1 would be passing along a virtually 
unlimited amount of requests, if it didn’t check things.

From here the ViaSat-1 satellite does one of two things – it either leaves the data as-is once it confirms 
it is legitimate, and then passes it along to the High-Speed Uplink ground center OR it encrypts the 
just-decrypted data with a new key/ID so that the High-Speed Uplink center knows that this data came 
from ViaSat-1.



Once it hits the High-Speed Uplink center, that’s where the magic happens. The data sent from the 
satellite is fully decrypted (not just partially, for verification purposes) and then it scours the internet at 
blazing fast speeds for what you want. Whether you request a simple Google page of results or are 
streaming Netflix in HD, it’s up to this High-Speed Uplink center to receive all that data, encrypt it, and
then shoot it back up to ViaSat-1. 

Then ViaSat-1 has to verify the identity of the High-Speed Uplink requests, because again, it has no 
clue who it’s coming from. Again, keys for this decryption would be saved on the satellite, and would 
change often. Then, ideally, the satellite would once again encrypt the checked data into something 
acceptable to the customer’s modem – after all, you don’t want High-Speed Uplink private keys being 
stored on customer devices, because everyone has access to those. 

Lastly, the data is beamed back down to the customer and they must decrypt the data.

In total, for ideal security, data would be encrypted and decrypted FOUR times each.

Now, answer me this: Do you honestly think ALL of that happened, in ~100 milliseconds? 

Even if we get lazy, and say whatever is sent to the satellite gets passed to the High-Speed Uplink 
center, and whatever gets sent from the Uplink center is just passed along as-is, no checking, to the 
customer, that’s still TWO stages of encryption/decryption in ~100 milliseconds. And in that method, 
every single bit of data going back and forth could be easily monitored or faked.

The Satellite & Technical Capabilities of ViaSat:

According to Wikipedia’s entry on ViaSat (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ViaSat) the following is said 
about the satellites it operates:

• “It purchased WildBlue in 2009, which had 2 satellites and 400,000 customers”

• “ViaSat-1 can handle about 1 million users, and covers the residential US with additional 
coverage in Hawaii, Canada and Alaska through a Ka-band connection.”

• “ViaSat has three satellites, ViaSat-1, WildBlue1, and Anik-F2.”

• “ViaSat owns and operates Exede Internet, a satellite Internet provider for over 657,000 
households”

Based on this information, we can assume 400k of 657k customers do NOT use the ViaSat-1 satellite, 
right? Afterall, it would be silly to just stop using your two WildBlue satellites if they can still handle 
customers just fine. But let’s say secretly ALL Exede customers now use ViaSat-1 – that means all 
657k customers use one satellite. So the real # is somewhere between 257k and 657k.

Now, I don’t know about you, but even 257k users bombarding ONE satellite would be a monumental 
task to keep track of. And obviously there’s not just one server-like device on the satellite – there’d 
have to be dozens if not hundreds (all in the cold, harsh, unforgiving realm of space, where a server 
tech can’t walk over and swap out a HDD or stick of RAM). Also, plenty would have to be for backup 
too, for the inevitable hardware failure that would occur.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ViaSat


I deal with webservers professionally, and let me tell you, even dedicated servers that cost hundreds per
month can be crippled by a spike in visitors. And on a dedicated servers, that could be just a few 
thousand requests at once – basically a DDOS attack – on cheaper VPSs, they can get crippled even 
more easily – a few hundred visitors at once can cause server services to outright fail! So let’s think 
about that for a second: 257,000 customers potentially asking the satellite for something at any given 
moment. Even if we say at the worst times only 25% of customers are on at once (let’s say on a Friday 
night, when most people watch Netflix), that would still be about 65,000 customers making requests!

If you look at my tests, specifically the one at 6:27am GMT on August 27, 2016, my download speed 
was 19mbps. My upload was nearly 3mbps! That was around midnight/1am on Saturday, which was 
shortly after the late night free zone started, and Netflix is clearly the biggest eater of bandwidth 
nationally, on Friday evenings.

Now, here’s something else to notice, just 20 minutes earlier...I was only able to download at a fraction 
of that speed – at 0.27mbps. That’s nearly 100x slower! But here’s the weird part – my upload speed 
was only half as much and was still very high – far faster than what you’d expect. So this implies the 
signal to the satellite and to the Uplink center was fine...but for some reason the Uplink center to the 
satellite was bad? That makes no sense. It should be significantly faster for the Uplink center to send 
me Netflix in HD than for me to upload .MP4s to a server elsewhere.

Anyone who deals with tech will tell you that uploading speed is always slower than download speeds, 
and by a large amount in most cases. For it to be flipped like that implies that my download speed was 
being artificially messed with, likely to compensate for the large # of Netflix/movie watchers on Friday
evening.

That means that if they were artificially tweaking/shaping data to deter customers from using it all at 
once, then they could easily be slowing down responses too, if they wished.

Lastly, let’s talk about how much data the ViaSat-1 satellite can even accommodate. According to 
Wikipedia, “it holds the Guinness record for the world's highest capacity communications satellite with
a total capacity in excess of 140 Gbit/s, more than all the satellites covering North America combined, 
at the time of its launch”...so 140Gbits/sec.

1Gb (Gigabit) = 1000Mb (Megabit).

Keep in mind I was getting 19Mb/s, and normally about 10-12Mb/s throughout each month. I’m just 
one person. Let’s multiply that by Viasat-1 users all getting 5Mbps (the lowest of the low-end of the 
high-speed). 

1,000 customers would equal 5,000Mb/s., or 5Gb/s
10,000 customers would equal 50Gb/s



100,000 customers would equal 500Gb/s.
200,000 customers would equal 1,000Gb/s.
657,000 customers would equal 3,280Gb/s.
1,000,000 customers would equal 5,000Gb/s.

Wikipedia article for Viasat states that: “ViaSat-1 can handle about 1 million users”

Wait.
What? It looks like 150Gb/s is reached when 30,000 users get 5mb/s speed.

Any satellite internet user will tell you the speed constantly fluctuates, and I could be getting 5mbps 
now, 10mbps an hour from now and 200kbps two hours from now. You never know. It’s never constant.
In fact, Viasat says they require more money from customers to “prioritize” their data, so that it doesn’t
fall to dial-up speeds during “peak times” (which to them, is all times, really). 

Even if we double the usage to 10mbps (once coming from customer, and once coming from Uplink) 
that’s still only 15,000 or so customers max. that can get 5mbps simultaneously. BUT A MILLION 
USERS? Ha!

That makes no sense. These numbers from Viasat are being made up, period. Something is up.
Oh, and don’t even get me started on the CPU horsepower it’d take to encrypt/decrypt all that data, 
each and every second.

The 3G Hotspot Factor:

I wouldn’t even have looked into this if I hadn’t done speedtests on my 3G Verizon hotspot from the 
same location.

As you can see in those tests:

 

The Verizon 3G hotspot was 6x faster than the fastest satellite internet speed I recorded.

But wait...this is weird...both went to roughly the same area, in the same state, 900 miles away.

Why? Why did these two, completely different methods of accessing the internet, decide a place 900 
miles away was the place to connect to? 

Not only that, but why is it taking a 3G signal 105ms to go 900 miles away? The satellite internet 
signal has to travel at least 44,000 miles to do the same test in Kansas, and yet it only takes 6x as long.



Military Bases?

A quick look at public military bases shows something interesting…
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1XFBnIuaJ-
71hcaDJvdmBmeXNhYM&hl=en&ll=32.816440541077505%2C-99.6312793359375&z=4

This should raise some eyebrows, because just look at it. ViaSat-1, for most people, is something that 
your dish has to be pointed to “the south” for. But oddly enough, the coverage map of ViaSat-1 matches
up almost exactly with that of known military bases throughout the country. Even the large section in 
the west where few bases are is also a dead zone for ViaSat-1. 

To me, this looks like the ground-based repeater stations your satellite dish is connecting to is actually a
military base, and NOT some satellite 22,000 miles away.

It would be no problem at all for bases to artificially slow down data, both coming and going, to 
simulate an across-the-board 600ms latency. But it also explains why certain parts of the country 
simply can’t get satellite internet, even if they want to. I mean, as long as you see the southern sky, that 
should be enough, right?

Wrong. Even though the satellite is supposedly 22,000 miles above the United States, in certain 
geographical locations, there just isn’t any ViaSat-1 coverage. Sorry. 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1XFBnIuaJ-71hcaDJvdmBmeXNhYM&hl=en&ll=32.816440541077505%2C-99.6312793359375&z=4
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1XFBnIuaJ-71hcaDJvdmBmeXNhYM&hl=en&ll=32.816440541077505%2C-99.6312793359375&z=4


The Satellite Internet Lie:

If you read the following article:
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2013/02/satellite-internet-faster-than-advertised-but-
latency-still-awful/
Something becomes apparent – the Federal Communications Commission is the entity that sets the 
numbers by which all internet speeds are gauged. 

They said this, about internet speed: "Satellite systems involve the transmission of information over 
long distances and have correspondingly higher latencies than for terrestrial technologies," the FCC 
said. "ViaSat had a measured latency of 638ms for this report, approximately 20 times that [of] the 
terrestrial average."

Essentially, what it boils down to is this:
The government needs to show internet “from space” is possible to satisfy our brain, at some level. And
that it’s “sorta” usable, but only for a limited number of people who are “stuck” with it. 

This is true for HughesNet, Wildblue and other satellite companies nowadays and in the past. At this 
point, everyone avoids satellite internet like the plague, because of the atrocious latency. But the 
satellite themselves, apparently, are miraculous pieces of technology that are so powerful, they never 
do wrong...but yet only a couple hundred thousand customers use them.

Satellite internet is is deliberately made bad, by design. And everyone has accepted that as a limitation 
of the speed of light, because it’s in space, and to just deal with it.

Closing:

Our dishes and satellite internet modems are just for receiving and sending radio signals to nearby 
ground-based towers/receivers that in turn route traffic to a far away location. The military and likely 
major ISPs would have to be in on this – we already know they spy on you, so why wouldn’t they lie as
well? Oh, and ViaSat is in bed with governments all over – keep that in mind: 
https://www.viasat.com/systems-products/government-military-satcom

https://www.viasat.com/systems-products/government-military-satcom
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2013/02/satellite-internet-faster-than-advertised-but-latency-still-awful/
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2013/02/satellite-internet-faster-than-advertised-but-latency-still-awful/

